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geostudio 2019 allows you to create cross section displays in a build3d file from scratch. you can also import and
display imported build3d cross sections. when you import a build3d cross section, geostudio creates a cross

section display, just as it does when you create a build3d model from scratch. cross section displays can be saved
as exe files (.exe). in addition, you can save a dxf file or gcp file containing a geometry in build3d. this geometry

can then be imported into a model and displayed. this dxf or gcp file can be created separately and displayed as it
is imported into a model. geostudio 2019 allows you to take a picture of your whole drawing with your microsoft
surface and automatically save the.imrat to any drive of your choosing. just open geostudio and start taking and
saving pictures with microsoft surface. geostudio can now import and export dwg, dxf and gcp files. you can also

use geostudio to convert an esri shapefile into a dwg or dxf file. you can import and export a dxf file with a z-order,
so that the order of the geometry is preserved. a 3d coordinate library has been added to geostudio 2019, so that
you can quickly transform and manipulate 3d data in geostudio. for example, you can reverse a z-axis, rotate an

xyz point, or reverse a direction or view from a 3d coordinate. you can also apply a material to a set of coordinates
or to all coordinates in a file. the coordinate library also provides a set of predefined views and transformations. a

window for 3d coordinate transformation has been added to geostudio. in this window, you can perform the
following transformations: bring forward, move back or rotate, translate, scale, and rotate xy or xz or yz. you can
also reverse z, rotate about x or about y, or perform a perspective transformation. the transformations are similar
to those found in the netbeans 3d wizard. for example, you can rotate a point to look up or down, or you can point

a camera and look out. you can also hold down the f4 key and rotate about 3 different axes. 5ec8ef588b
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